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Abstract
How infants visually explore complex scenes containing objects varying in size,
depth cues, and amount of detail is still an open question. When infants are presented
with a complex scene, we do not know which dimensions of the scene are more likely to
catch their attention first, and which are more likely to sustain their looking duration the
most. This study aimed to investigate how infants’ explore 2D displays containing
different combinations of object size, depth cues, and detail.
In experiment 1, forty infants (twenty of 5 months old and twenty of 8 months old)
were presented with stimuli containing different combinations of object sizes, linear
perspective depth cues, and details. In experiment 2, another twenty infants (ten of 5
months old and ten of 8 months old) were presented with stimuli with the detail removed
from the objects. An eye-tracker was used to examine: 1) the location and latency of first
look, and 2) the look duration on each object.
Results showed that the first look data were consistent with prior studies (e.g.
Cohen, 1972; Guan & Corbetta, 2012) revealing that when the objects were of different
sizes, infants first directed their visual attention to the large object in the scene despite
other information. When objects sizes were identical, infants directed their attention first
to the object with details. Look duration data showed that the object size was also the
main factor holding infants’ attention, but it interacted with object detail and background
depth cues. For instance, when detail was added to the large object, infants sustained their
attention longer to that object than when no detail was present.
In sum, the current study showed that object size had priority in catching and
holding infants’ visual attention. However, when size was controlled, detail became the
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attention getter. Adding detail to the object might increase the power of object size to
hold infants’ attention. Depth cue did not catch or hold infants’ attention when size and
detail were present in the scene. Thus, there might be a hierarchy order between size,
detail, and depth cue on infants’ visual attention.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background and theoretical accounts
Vision is one of the most unique and important senses available to us for
exploring and learning about the world. The majority of people rely heavily on vision in
their daily lives. Good vision is necessary for reading, navigation within the environment,
and even to detect danger in the environment, promoting survival. It has been suggested
that more than half of the adult brain is responsible for processing visual information
(Sereno et al., 1995). In infancy vision is critical for learning and influences behavior.
For instance, visual attention in infancy can be an indicator of temperament and selfregulation (Posner & Rothbart, 2007), which are related to future learning capacities.
Infants use visual information to detect object shape and patterns (Fantz, & Nevis, 1967;
Posner & Keele, 1968; Cohen, 1972), to categorize objects such as animal species (Quinn
& Eimas, 1996b; Younger & Cohen, 1983), to detect depth cues when they navigate
through the cluttered environment (Bertenthal & Campos, 1994), and to obtain
knowledge about objects, such as object unity (Kellman & Spelke, 1983; Amso &
Johnson, 2006) and object permanence (Baillargeon, 1987b). Without vision, learning
about the world would be much more difficult for infants. For instance, blind infants
show less interest in exploring objects and toys because they are unable to achieve eyehand coordination and thus do not receive the same amount of stimulation as sighted
infants (Fraiberg, Smith, & Adelson, 1969).
Interest in object perception originated in the nineteenth-century with the
development of the theory of structuralism, proposed by Wilhelm Wundt (Titchener,
1921). The tenet of the structuralism theory was that perception arises from assembly of
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sensory primitives through a process of associations of those primitives in time and space.
These associations are formed from early life experience including exposure to objects.
In other words, complex perceptions are formed through the consolidation of basic visual
information. For example, we perceive a face as a result of the integration of a number of
parts such as eyes, nose and mouth. We perceive a dog because we incorporate important
parts of the dog such as the torso, ears, tail, and legs into the image of a dog. The
structuralist approach, which dominated psychology until the 1920s, stimulated the
emergence of Gestalt psychology. In opposition to structuralism, Gestalt psychologists
suggested that the whole is not only the summation of its parts (Wertheimer, 1912).
Gestaltists proposed that we organize visual scenes into figure and ground, but perception
is based on the holistic features of the objects. Gestalt principles include several rules of
perceptual organization that describe how visual elements spontaneously organize
themselves to make sense of the visual scene. For instance, in the law of good
continuation, Gestaltists proposed that lines are perceived to be continuous even when
they are occluded by objects. Tree branches will be perceived to be continuous although
they are behind a trunk if their Gestalt suggests continuity. The theories of structuralism
and Gestalt psychology shed some light on the mechanisms of perception. They
suggested that the visual system could either integrate small elements within a scene to
form a big picture, or break the large chunk of visual information into smaller pieces.
In the twentieth century, researchers further developed theories of object
perception. Three theories were especially important and contributed to our
understanding of perception. First, J. J. Gibson’s ecological approach emphasized the
importance of the ambient visual environment and its role in perception (Gibson, 1977).
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He suggested that we utilize external environmental information to perceive objects. As
an example, imagine someone is driving along a street. As the car moves forward, the
visual pattern of the surroundings, such as the trees and houses, moves backward. Thus
the formation of this optic flow provides useful information to control the driving speed
and direction. Another example can be seen in the formation of depth perception. J. J.
Gibson suggested that formation of depth perception could be the result of the association
between visual input and locomotion. Given that the retinal image of an object becomes
constantly bigger as we move closer to it, we develop an understanding of the
relationship between object size and depth as we move toward objects. Similarly, since
the retinal image of an object becomes smaller as we move further away, we construct a
new relationship between object size and depth as we move away from objects. Therefore,
based on ecological approach, depth perception can be influenced by our daily
locomotion experience. To further explain the inseparable relationships between our
perception, action, and the environment, J. J. Gibson introduced the term “affordance”
(Gibson, 1977). Affordance indicates, for example, that objects that are graspable or a
chair that is sit-on-able. With typical development, infants’ vision should afford the
perception of information necessary to action. In short, J. J. Gibson emphasized the
importance of environmental information and the relationship between perception and
action. We use visual information from our environment to guide our actions. At the
same time, we act within the environment in order to gather new information.
In addition to J. J. Gibson, E. J. Gibson expanded upon the concept of perceptual
learning to include infant perceptual development. E. J. Gibson is known for conducting
the “visual cliff” study, which tested infants’ depth perception (Gibson & Walk, 1960).
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The “visual cliff” is a platform with a textured checkerboard pattern. The pattern appears
to be four feet higher on one side of the platform, called the shallow side, than the other
side, called the deep side. A large piece of glass extended evenly across both sides of the
platform. Infants were put in the middle of the platform at the edge of the shallow side
and were encouraged to move across the deeper side of the platform. This study found
that infants with crawling experience did not go to the apparently deeper side of the
visual cliff, indicating they were sensitive to depth cues provided by the textured
checkerboard patterns. The most important contribution of the visual cliff study is that it
illustrated a relationship between infants’ early self-guided locomotion experience and
their formation of depth perception. Navigating independently through the environment
might provide unique opportunities for infants to perceive and construct relationships
between movement and depth, which may facilitate infants’ formation of depth
perception. In sum, E. J. Gibson, together with J. J. Gibson, presented perception in a
more environment-related context showing that perception is necessary for viewing
information within the environment, planning actions, and guiding us to achieve our
goals.
In addition to the importance of the external environment on our perception, Jean
Piaget shifted our attention to the question of how perceptual learning occurs. In his
influential developmental theory, he emphasized the role of learning in developing and
coordinating perception. He proposed step-like progress in the perception of objects and
made connections between perception and cognitive knowledge. Piaget (1953) said of
perception:
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“Perception of light exists from birth and consequently the reflexes which
insure the adaptation (the pupillary and palpebral reflexes, both to light). All the
rest (perception of forms, sizes, positions, distances, prominence, etc.) is acquired
through the combination of reflex activity with higher activities.” (p.62)
According to Piaget (1953), infants organize knowledge in schemas, through
which they can process and comprehend the environment. When infants are confronted
with new information, they first try to use their existing schemas to incorporate the
information into their knowledge. This is a process called assimilation. However, when
their existing schemas cannot explain the new information, they need to develop new
schemas. This is a process called accommodation. This stage-like, part-to-whole
progression is called constructivism, which allows infants to build a complex,
hierarchical knowledge base for future behavior. In sum, according to Piaget’s
constructivist theory, infants’ perception and cognition of the world follow a stage-like,
simple-to-complex, progression.
Beginning with the work of Piaget, researchers have tried to explore the changes
that underlie perceptual and cognitive development during infancy. The information
processing movement has been inspired by computer technology and is based on the idea
that the human can operate like a computer to process and analyze information from the
environment (Goodwin, 2005). Several steps take place during visual information
processing and include attention mechanisms responsible for bringing information into
the system, working memory for actively manipulating information, and long term
memory for storing information.
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Many studies have investigated how infants encode visual information. For
example, Cohen conducted pioneering work using the information processing perspective
to study infants’ perception and cognitive development (Cohen, 1972; Cohen & Younger,
1984; Cohen, Chaput, & Cashon, 2002). One of his contributions to the understanding of
infants’ perception was his proposal of an attention-getting and attention-holding
information processing model (Cohen, 1972). Cohen (1972) used the paired-comparison
method to test 4-month-old infants’ visual preferences to checkerboards with varied
numbers and sizes of checkers. The study found that infants first shifted their visual
attention to the checkerboard with larger checks. But they spent a longer time looking at
the checkerboard with more checks on it. These findings provided evidence that infants
had distinctive underlying processes for checker size and number. Thus, Cohen proposed
that object size has an attention-getting property. Larger objects catch infants’ attention
faster than smaller objects. Object number has an attention-holding function: infants look
longer at displays with more objects. This two-process attention model has established
the roles of object size and number in determining infants’ visual responses. More
importantly, it inspired researchers to examine infants’ visual attention to multiple
components.
Cohen’s attention-getting and attention-holding model strongly suggested that
visual attention is a multi-component construct instead of a unitary phenomenon.
Similarly, Colombo proposed that attention in early development could be divided into at
least four independent functions or processes: Alertness/arousal, visuospatial orienting,
object perception, and endogenous attention (Colombo, 2001a; Colombo & Cheatham,
2006). Each of these four components has its own function and is mediated by different
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neural structures. Specifically, alertness/arousal reflects the preparedness of the attention
system for accepting new information and is mediated by various ascending brainstem
pathways (e.g., Robbins & Everitt, 1995). Visuospatial orienting contains the
disengagement, shifting, and engagement of attention, and depends on posterior
attentional network (the “where” network; Posner & Petersen, 1990). The process of
object perception involves analysis, binding, and recognition of stimulus features, and is
controlled by extrastriate and temporal structures (the “what” network; Colombo, 2001a).
Lastly, voluntary control reflects the process of integrating and coordinating activation of
various attentional components (Colombo & Cheatham, 2006). This process is mediated
by frontal lobe structures (Rueda, Posner, & Rothbart, 2005).
Around the same time that Cohen proposed his two-phase attention model,
psychophysiologists were using the heart rate method as a measure of attention (Graham,
1970, 1979, 1992; Porges, 1976, 1980; Richards, 1987). Richards measured infant heart
rate to study attention and proposed a five-phase model of infants’ visual attention
(Richards & Casey, 1992). According to this model, infants’ visual attention involves
five sequential phases that occur during a single look to a stimulus: pre-attentive,
stimulus orienting, sustained attention, pre-attention termination, and attention
termination. The pre-attentive phase includes a detection system, which directs attention
to the stimulus. It is followed by the stimulus orienting phase, lasting for 4 to 5 seconds,
characterized by a rapid drop in heart rate. This phase represents the beginning of
attentional engagement and includes limited information processing. The sustained
attention phase then takes place, characterized by a prolonged lowered heart rate. This
phase involves the activation of the arousal system and cognitive information processing
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of the stimulus. In the attention termination phase, infants may continue to look at the
stimulus but no longer process the information. The heart rate begins to return to prestimulus level. This is the final phase of attention.
Both Colombo’s and Richards’ models share many similarities with Cohen’s twoprocess model from his behavioral studies. For instance, visuospatial orienting is
influenced by attention-getting properties of stimuli (e.g., Posner, Inhoff, Friedrich, &
Cohen, 1987). One example is that infants might first direct their visuospatial orienting
response to the larger object in the scene (Cohen, 1972). On the other hand, attentionholding properties may elicit sustained attention, which is defined by a combination of
looking and heart rate deceleration (Richards, 1987). For instance, infants take longer to
disengage from a central stimulus to distractors during sustained attention, which is a
component of active information processing. In sum, infant visual attention is not a
unitary process. We might study infant attention under an attention-getting and attentionholding framework.
Cohen’s two-process theory not only inspired others to examine the multiple
components of attention, but also contributed to the exploration of the importance of
object perception on future cognitive development. Based on the information processing
idea, Cohen and his colleagues proposed six information processing principles of
cognitive development (Cohen, Chaput, & Cashon, 2002). In their principles, Cohen and
colleagues state that infants are born with information processing systems. Infants start
learning about low level information such as color, shape, movement. Cognitive
development follows a hierarchical order, such that higher level units are formed from the
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integration of lower level units. With the development of higher level units, infants
become more capable of processing complex information.
Cohen’s information processing principles have been tested in several infant
perception and cognition studies. One example is in research on early form perception of
an angle (Cohen & Younger, 1984). In this study, infants of 6-14 weeks were habituated
with two lines arranged in the form of a 45-degree angle and then were tested with a
variety of angles and relations between the two lines. The results showed that older
infants perceived the angle as a unit, while younger infants perceived the angle only as
two separate lines. Using the visual preference method, this study demonstrated a
developmental trend from processing the stimulus based on lower level units (the lines)
to processing based on higher level units (angle). In all, Cohen’s information processing
principles suggested that infants’ perceptual and cognitive development follows a low to
high, simple to complex procedure.
From a different perspective, system theories propose a multi-causal idea of early
development. For example, according to ideas of Schneirla, Kuo, and Gottlieb, behavioral
development is the outcome of an interaction of internal and external factors (e.g.,
Gottlieb, 2009; Gottlieb, Wahlsten, & Lickliter, 2006; Kuo, 1970; Schneirla, 1966).
Following the systems theory approach, dynamic systems theory argues that the brain and
body are coupled in the environment and interact dynamically over time. This is known
as the concept of embodiment (Chiel & Beer, 1997). Thelen (2000) also highlighted
embodiment and mentioned that cognition is embodied. It rises from bodily interactions
with the environment. Cognition depends on experience that comes from one’s
perception and motor abilities that are inseparably linked and together form a matrix that
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reasoning, memory, emotion, language and all other aspects of mental life are embedded
within. The incorporation of systems theories into theories of development in infancy has
encouraged a more unified, multi-causal perspective of early development.
There are two critical features of the dynamic systems theory. First, development
is multi-causal and self-organized. Changes in our behavior are caused by multiple
factors. Second, development is non-linear with variable stability. The stability of the
system is determined by how tightly the components are tied together. If something
disrupts the stability, the relationships among all of the components will change and new
patterns will be formed.
Although the dynamic systems theory has been widely applied to infant motor
development (Thelen, 1985, 1989, 1994, 2000; Thelen & Corbetta, 1994, 2002), it might
also be helpful in the explanation of perceptual development because the visual system is
also multi-causal and self-organized. A lot of factors contribute to visual activity. For
example, internal factors necessary to the ability to see an object include good postural
control required to stabilize the head and body, the activation of attention in order to
process the information, previous knowledge to understand the information, etc. These
are all internal factors. There are also external factors that contribute to object perception.
For example, when the object or the scene is changed, infants’ visual exploration might
be changed too. Thus, if we look at infants’ perception and knowledge from the dynamic
systems perspective, they are “softly assembled” within a particular task context through
the interaction of dynamic process (Thelen & Smith, 2006). Perception is tied to its
context; how infants perceive the size of an object depends on surrounding objects as
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well as background information. In other words, when the context is changed, infants’
visual behavior might be changed as well.
Over the past 100 years, our knowledge of visual processing has changed,
developed, and been further investigated. Structuralism and Gestalt theories first guided
us to take a close look on how adults perceive objects: whether we perceive objects by
integrating small bits information together or by breaking large chunks of information
into smaller pieces. Later, J. J. Gibson and E. J. Gibson emphasized the interrelationships between perception, action, and the external environment. They stressed the
importance of external stimuli and their unique influences on infants’ perceptual
behaviors. Recent studies from the constructivist and information processing theories
combined with computational models have indicated that infants become more capable of
processing complex information as they integrate low level units into higher level units.
By combining the information above, we should also be able to use the dynamic systems
view to explain infant visual attention from a different perspective; by integrating both
external factors, such as environmental stimuli, with internal factors, such as physical
maturation of the visual system, we will cultivate a greater understanding of infants’
visual attention and its development.
1.2 Visual attention development during the first year
Infants are born with poor visual abilities. Their visual system is functionally
effective but structurally immature (Bonds, 1979). Newborns’ visual acuity is forty times
worse than that of typical normal adults. Nonetheless, newborns are able to perceive
complex visual patterns (Fantz, 1965). Their visual system is under the control of the
reflexive system, including the lateral geniculate nucleus, primary visual cortex, and
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superior colliculus (Atkinson, 2000; Banks & Salapatek, 1983; Hickey & Peduzzi, 1987;
Schiller, 1998; Reynolds, Courage, & Richards, in press). During this period, with poor
head control, newborns do not have much ‘freedom’ to voluntarily disengage their visual
attention easily. There is a phenomenon called ‘sticky fixation’ characterized by trouble
shifting attention from one object to another object and caused by immaturity of the
visual system (Hood, 1995). Although newborns are not experienced perceivers, they
show visual preferences for large and salient stimuli. For instance, they look longer at
patterned than unpatterned stimuli (Fantz, 1963). They also prefer to look at larger
squares compared with smaller ones (Bronson, 1990; Salapatek, 1975).
Around two and three months of age, the first major developmental transition of
the visual system takes place. Infants’ visual acuity and flexibility increase due to the
rapid neurological development of the visual system including the retina and several
visual pathways, coinciding with longer alert periods (Reynolds, Courage, & Richards, in
press). Infants begin to show less reflexive and more voluntary looking behaviors
(Colombo, 2001). Thus, the salience of the size preference decreases and instead infants
tend to look at more detailed objects, such as bulls-eyes.
From three to six months of age, the posterior orienting system becomes
functional (Posner & Peterson, 1990). The retino-cortical visual pathways and the striate
cortex also show rapid progression at this time (Hainline, Turkel, Abramov, & Lemerise,
1985). Milner and Goodale (1993, 2008) call this the orienting/investigative system of
attention, which contains two interrelated components: the spatial orienting network (the
“where” pathway) and the object recognition network (the “what” pathway). The “where”
network, which gets information from the magnocellular layer of the lateral geniculate
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nucleus (LGN), is used to detect object location in the environment, such as if the object
is at the top or bottom of the scene. This network can also mediate the visual system’s
detection of and orientation to salient object features such as object size. The “what”
network, on the other hand, gets information input from the parvocellular layer of the
LGN, and is responsible for observing detailed object information. In all, under the
control of these two more advanced networks, sticky fixation disappears and instead
infants show “adult like” saccades (Hainline et al., 1985) and shorter fixations (Salapatek
& Kessen, 1966). Four-month-old infants shift their attention from one stimulus to an
adjacent stimulus more frequently than three-month-olds. Infants demonstrate greater
visual selectivity and flexibility to engage and disengage from one stimulus to another at
this age.
After six months of age, the anterior system becomes functional, which is
responsible for higher level, voluntary control of visual attention. This is due to increased
functionality of frontal brain activity in the orbitofrontal cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, and anterior cingulate cortex (Bell & Fox, 1994; Chugani, 1994; Posner, 1995).
During this period, infants’ looking duration to simple objects decreases, whereas look
durations to complex objects increase due to increased visual capacity (Courage,
Reynolds, & Richards, 2006; Ruff and Saltarelli, 1993). Infants at this age show a decline
in look duration for simple white and black dots but increased look durations for Sesame
Street videos and faces (Courage et al., 2006).
Colombo’s (2001a) tri-phasic theory of look duration fits well with the three
attentional systems described above. His study provided evidence that fixation length
increases from birth to two months because infants have poor control of their visual
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exploration behavior, and then decreases from three to six months because the onset of
the posterior orienting system which enables infants to have more visual flexibility. After
six months, infants reach a plateau in looking duration. Also stimulus type has a
significant influence on looking duration after this age. Infants prefer dynamic, more
complex stimuli. Similarly, Courage et al. (2006) tested this tri-phasic theory using three
different types of stimuli including computer generated patterns, faces, and Sesame Street.
Each type of stimuli was presented in both static and dynamic conditions. The results
supported the tri-phasic theory showing a decrease in look duration between three to six
months of age. After six months of age, stimulus type had a significant effect on infants’
visual behaviors.
In summary, rapid maturation of the visual systems takes place during early
development. The first transition happens at two and three months, with the
disappearance of sticky fixation and the emergence of more flexible visual scanning.
Then from three to nine months of age, binocularity and visual acuity reaches adult levels
(Aslin, 1987). Specifically, before six months, the posterior orienting system enables
infants to orient, engage, and disengage to visual stimuli more voluntarily. From six to
nine months, with increased frontal brain activity, infants show more complex visual
exploration patterns. This can also be attributed to stimulus.
1.2.1 Perception of object size
Infants’ visual preferences during the first year of life have been studied for more
than fifty years. The role of object size in visual exploration might be one of the earliest
questions that have been tested. Unlike adults, infants cannot tell us what they prefer to
look at, thus the design of the test is very important. The visual preference task, which
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was developed by Fantz in the 1960s, is an effective design to test infants’ visual
preference and is still being used today. In studies using a paired comparison preference
task to investigate the impact of object size on infant looking behavior, infants are
presented with two differently sized objects on the left and right of the screen. Looking
preferences are determined by the time spent looking to each stimulus. Using this method,
studies have shown that infants younger than two months attend to stimuli based on
stimulus size: they prefer to look longer at large squares (Fantz, 1965; Salapatek, 1975;
Bronson, 1990).
Studies investigating both looking and reaching have provided some insight into
infants’ preferences based on stimulus size while reaching for objects (Newman,
Atkinson, & Braddick, 2001; Yonas, Cleaves, & Pettersen, 1978). For instance, Newman
and his colleagues (2001) conducted a study in which they presented infants with two
cylinders of different diameters to test their looking and reaching preferences. They
found that infants tended to shift their first fixation to the larger cylinder and also reach
for the larger cylinder.
Cohen (1972) also demonstrated that object size plays a role in catching older
infants’ (four-month-olds) visual attention, but he suggests that it might not always hold
infants’ attention if the scene possesses the factor of object number as well. Object size
was proposed to be an attention-getting property because a larger object is more salient
than a smaller object. This is a rapid early visual orienting response that requires little
information processing. However, Cohen also proposed that when stimuli contain varying
object sizes and numbers, infants will sustain their attention to the stimulus with more
components rather than the larger stimulus.
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In conclusion, based on these previous studies, object size is a very salient
stimulus property that grabs infant attention. Stimulus size will determine infants’ first
look in most of conditions even if other factors (e.g. object number, depth cues) are
present. Infants’ bias to initially respond to large object is a fast orienting response that
requires little information processing. However, infants’ sustained attention to the large
object might be affected by other visual factors. When sustained attention is investigated,
the function of object size needs to be determined with the influences of other visual
elements.
1.2.2 Perception of object detail
Object detail is another important topic studied in the infant perception literature.
Together with object size preference studies, these studies share a common interest in
exploring underlying information processing mechanisms active during infants’ visual
behaviors and have helped to further understand the development of attention and
cognitive development. For instance, in Fantz’s (1963) study, he discovered that
newborns looked longer at patterned stimuli than at plain fields of color. Also, using the
paired-comparison paradigm, he found that infants preferred to look at more complex
patterns such as a bull’s-eye than other simple patterns (Fantz, Fagan, & Miranda, 1975;
Fantz & Nevis, 1967). These results were later verified by other researchers who showed
that older infants focused their visual attention on smaller areas with more detail than on
larger simpler areas (Miranda, 1970; Hainline & Abramov, 1992; Ruff & Birch, 1974;
Ruff & Turkewitz, 1975).
While studies on infants’ visual preferences conducted during the 1960s and
1970s amassed a plethora of data, researchers were looking for a model to unify and
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explain infants’ visual behaviors. As mentioned previously, Cohen’s attention-getting and
attention-holding model was one of the earliest models to suggest the information
processing mechanisms of infants’ visual behaviors. It established that infants’ visual
attention is not a uniform process, but that it has at least two components. First, larger
objects catch infants’ attention faster than smaller objects, thus object size has an
attention-getting property. Second, increased object number can hold infants’ attention
longer. Thus, infants’ visual attention should be able to be measured by separate variables,
such as first look, latency of the first look, and look durations.
Based on the behavioral data, unifying models were proposed trying to fit all the
results in one theoretical framework. The complexity theory was one of them. According
to the complexity theory, object complexity was defined based on the amount of details
per unit area and infants’ information processing capacity was proposed to increase with
age (Dember & Earl, 1970). During the first year of life, older infants have higher density
of receptor cells in the fovea than younger infants, illustrated at successive levels in the
visual pathway (e.g. Garey & De Courten, 1983). Accordingly, older infants showed a
greater interest in looking at more complex patterns than simple patterns (Brennan et al.,
1966; Greenberg & O’Donnell, 1972; Greenberg & Weizmann, 1971). Thus, complexity
theory emphasized physical maturation as the main factor that leads information
processing abilities to increase.
Another model that has been proposed is the neural substrate theory (Karmel &
Maisel, 1975). According to this model, response rates of neurons in the central visual
system determine infants’ visual capacity (Fantz et al., 1975). Neurons will be activated
only when visual patterns match the neurons’ receptive fields. In other words, the visual
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system will selectively “choose” the patterns that fit its processing ability and spend a
longer time exploring them. More detailed patterns are preferred as infants get older
because the receptive fields become finer with age. The similarity between the
complexity theory and the neural substrate theory is that both suggest that the preference
for more detailed/complex patterns increases with age due to physical maturation of the
visual system.
Although the models above contributed to our understanding of infants’ visual
behavior, the complexity theory and neural substrate theory have some limitations. For
instance, the neural substrate theory does not specify how to measure infants’ information
processing capacity (for review see Banks & Ginsburg, 1985). To improve upon the ideas
developed in these models, some computational models based on engineering techniques
have been proposed including the linear systems preference model (Banks & Salapatek,
1981) and the Cascade Correlation and Sibling-Descendant Cascade-Correlation
networks (Schultz, 2011).
The linear systems preference model was designed to test and predict infants’
visual responses to a variety of patterns (Banks & Salapatek, 1981). This model assumed
that infants’ visual preferences are determined by the pattern information available to
decision centers in the central nervous system. In other words, how well the pattern
passes through the infants’ filtering function determine infants’ visual preferences. The
linear systems preference model reanalyzed a great deal of behavioral data including
Cohen’s checkerboard study (Cohen, 1972) and Fantz and Fagan’s studies (Fantz &
Fagan, 1975). This model was able to predict infants’ visual preferences more accurately
than older models for various patterns.
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In addition to the linear systems preference model, the Cascade Correlation (CC)
network and Sibling-Descendant Cascade-Correlation (SDCC) network are two recently
proposed models that seem to be particularly useful for understanding infant visual
preferences (Schultz, 2011). The Cascade Correlation network begins with input and
output units and expands while learning, by adding new hidden units into the network
(Shultz, 2003). The Sibling-Descendant Cascade-Correlation network is newer than
Cascade Correlation network that decides where to add the new layer, either on the
current highest layer or on its own highest layer (Baluja & Fahlman, 1994). These two
models have been created in conjunction with constructivist accounts of development and
are consistent with main features of infant data. Again, these models reinforce the belief
that infants’ perceptual and cognitive development follows a simple to complex
procedure.
The successes of these computational models, together with a large amount of
behavioral studies, suggest that there is a general principle underlying the infants’
perceptual and cognitive development characterized by a general trend from lower to
higher level processing and from simple to more complex. With the development of
remote eye-trackers, studies of infants’ visual preference have become more direct and
accurate than ever before. With this new technology, we are able to answer more
complex questions regarding infants’ visual processing than could be attempted earlier.
Researchers who used the paired comparison paradigm previously could only ask
questions that were restricted to at most two components, such as size or number,
complex or simple objects. Asking questions about infants’ visual behavior within a
scene composed of more elements is more challenging for research design. However by
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testing infants’ visual behaviors using more complex scenes, researchers are able to get
an idea about infants’ visual behaviors under more realistic conditions. Infants are not
living in a world that only has checkerboards or bull’s-eye patterns. They live in a real,
complex world with varying stimulus properties including object size, depth cues and
object detail. Infants’ visual behavior should be measured under more complex
conditions to understand the underlying mechanisms of infants’ information processing.
1.2.3 Depth Perception
Depth cues are essential in our daily life because they provide information about
object size and distance as we navigate through the 3D world. Furthermore, we need to
translate this depth knowledge into 2D scenes so that we can detect depth cues and
understand the information presented in paintings and photographs. Thus, when we are
looking at 2D pictures we know that converging lines indicate an increase in distance.
Classic studies have shown that adults rely on depth cues to accurately estimate object
size (e.g. Holway & Boring, 1941; Meehan & Triggs, 1988). One example is Holway and
Boring’s (1941) study, which demonstrated that when depth cues were progressively
removed, a regression occurred in the perceived size of objects. Other studies have
revealed that foreground texture served as a depth cue that was important for adults to
judge the size of objects (Hull, Gill, & Roscoe, 1982; Iavecchia, Iavecchia, and Roscoe,
1983; Rock & Kaufman, 1962). Furthermore, Meehan and Triggs (1988) conducted a
study, which found that as more depth cues were available, adults’ overestimates of
object size decreased.
Depth cues also play an important role in infants’ daily perception and action.
When infants start reaching, they need depth information to estimate object distance and
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size in order to plan their reaching movement. When they start crawling and walking,
they also need depth cues to estimate object size and distance around them to adjust their
movement speed or direction in order to avoid obstacles. Researchers have studied the
early development of depth perception systematically and suggested there are three types
of depth cues available to infants: kinetic depth cues, binocular depth cues, and
monocular depth cues (Yonas, Cleaves, & Pettersen, 1978). Previous research has
demonstrated that infants gain access first to kinetic depth cues, then to binocular depth
cues and finally to monocular depth cues.
Newborns are able to perceive depth using kinetic depth cues (Ball & Vurpillot,
1976; Náñez & Yonas, 1994). Picking up kinetic depth cues require movement of the
eyes or the head of the perceiver, including optic contraction, expansion, and motion
parallax. For example, motion parallax happens when infants move their heads and static
objects nearby move more slowly than distant objects, providing cues about the distance
and depth. Infants of two months of age have been able to react to objects using only
motion parallax as a depth cue (Bower, 1965).
Infants begin to explore binocular depth cues between three to four months of age
(Bushnell & Boudreau, 1993). Binocular depth cues can be conveyed in two ways: retinal
disparity and convergence. Specifically, retinal disparity indicates that images on the left
and right retinas appear slightly different. Differences between the two images provide
depth information about the 3D world. Convergence is the inward movements of both
eyes when fixing on a single object moving toward the eyes. Convergence increases as
the object gets closer to the eyes. The visual system sends signals to the brain to evaluate
the effect of this convergence and calculate the distance between the object and observer.
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Eye muscle maturation is necessary to perceive binocular depth cues at this age (Bushnell
& Boudreau, 1993).
The third way, and latest way to develop perceived depth is by monocular depth
cues, including relative size and linear perspective depth cues. These depth cues can be
illustrated on 2D displays to provide information about depth and are known as pictorial
depth cues. Animal studies conducted on rats and chicks have suggested that newborn
animals do not respond to pictorial depth cues in the visual cliff paradigm (Gibson &
Walk, 1960). Similarly, infants do not react to pictorial depth cues until the middle of
their first year. Many studies have been conducted to test the onset of infants’ pictorial
depth cues perception (e.g. Granrud, Yonas, & Opland, 1985; Yonas, Elieff, & Arterberry,
2002; Yonas & Granrud, 2006; Yonas, Pettersen, & Granrud, 1982). These researchers
used a preferential reaching paradigm and presented real 3D toys on a background
containing depth cues. Results demonstrated the emergence of pictorial depth perception
around 5 to 7 months of age. Of particular interest to the current study is work done
looking at the development of infant sensitivity to relative size and linear perspective
depth cues, which is reviewed below.
Relative size
Relative size is a pictorial depth cue that is seen when looking at two objects of
the same size, but at different distances in the 3D world. The nearer the object is, the
larger it appears because of the larger visual angle. Similarly, on 2D displays, even
though two objects are of the same distance to an observer, larger objects seem closer
than smaller ones. Since binocular depth information weakens the effect of relative size
information, these depth cues are stronger under monocular conditions after removing all
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the binocular depth cues. Thus, when adults are covering one eye and are presented with
two objects of different sizes but same distance to them, they report the larger object is
closer to them: only relying on the depth cues of relative size enable them to judge that
the larger object is closer to them than the smaller object (Wilcox & Teghtsoonian, 1971).
However, when adults are able to use both eyes to observe the same scene, they can use
binocular depth cues to attenuate the relative size depth cue so that observers will report
correctly that two objects are at the same distance.
According to the findings of the first group of studies, infants’ sensitivity to
relative size depth cues appears between 5 to 7 months of age (e.g. Yonas, Cleaves, &
Pettterson, 1978; Yonas, Granrud, & Petterson, 1985). In Yonas, Cleaves, & Pettersen’s
(1978) study, infants’ perception of relative size depth cues was tested using the Ames
window. The Ames window was a trapezoidal shape with two vertical sides of different
length but at the same distance from observers. When adults looked at the window under
a monocular condition, they reported the longer side of the window is nearer than the
shorter side. This is because they judged the distance of the sides only by relative size
depth cues. Interestingly, when infants were presented with the Ames window, sevenmonth-old infants reached more to the shorter side of the window under the monocular
condition, but there was no reaching preference observed under the binocular condition.
Five-month-old infants showed no reaching preference under either monocular or
binocular conditions. The results of this study provided evidence that the sensitivity to
relative size depth cue is not an innate ability. Infants are only able to use this type of
depth cue after 5 months of age.
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Relative size depth cues have also been tested in infants using two different size
objects such as circles or squares that are presented at same distance from the infants. In
Yonas, Granrud, & Petterson’s (1985) study, infants reached for one of the objects in
front of them during the test. Consistent with the Ames window study, infants older than
five months of age reached more to the larger object when they wore an eye patch, which
only allowed them access to the monocular relative size depth cue. When under binocular
conditions, they showed an equal amount of reaching to both objects. Again, younger
infants did not demonstrate reaching preferences under either condition. Thus, combined
with the Ames window study, this study revealed that infants are able to use relative size
depth cues around 5 months of age.
Linear perspective
Compared with other pictorial depth cues, such as texture gradient, linear
perspective has the strongest influence on our perception of object size and distance
(Arnheim, 1954). For instance, Arnheim claimed that the convergence of lines in
paintings is the strongest cue to three-dimensionality. This type of depth cue occurs when
the converging lines receding in space appear to move closer together, such as railroad
tracks that converge as they appear to recede into the distance.
Research has shown that linear perspective depth perception is not an inborn
ability. Early studies with people in isolated African tribes showed that they could not
utilize line drawing depth cues such as converging lines to estimate the relative distances
of objects (Deregowski, 1969). In addition, one group of infant studies suggested that the
emergence of the linear perspective depth cue perception is also seen around 5- to 7months of age. For example, Yonas and his colleagues (2002) tested infants with two 3D
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toy dolls suspended in front of a 2D textured background with converging lines receding
in depth in both monocular view and binocular view conditions. They discovered that 7month-old infants reached less to the object at the converging lines of the depth cues
under monocular conditions. However, 5-month-old infants did not show reaching
preferences to one of the two objects. Again, these results revealed that linear perspective
depth cues only affect older infants’ perception of object size. Similar findings were
observed in a longitudinal study, confirming that infants react to linear perspective depth
cues between 5 to 7 months of age (Yonas, Elieff, & Arterberry, 2002).
As indicated based on the studies described above, researchers have investigated
infants’ depth perception based on relative size and linear perspective depth cues and
concluded that understanding distance and size information represented by pictorial depth
cues in 2D displays require a greater time (around 5 months) to develop than kinetic and
binocular depth perception. However, another group of researchers used looking methods,
including habituation-dishabituation or preferential-looking methods, and came to
divergent results (Granrud et al., 2007; Durand, 2003; for review see Kavsek, Yonas, &
Granrud, 2011). These studies have shown that infants respond to pictorial depth cues as
early as four months old. For example, Granrud et al. (2007) tested 3- to 7-month-old
infants’ visual responses to a toy moving diagonally in front of a textured background.
The animation included a consistent condition and an inconsistent condition. In the
consistent condition, the toy’s size changed consistently with the depth background (e.g.
the toy becomes bigger when it moves closer). Conversely, in the inconsistent condition,
the toy’s size change was inverse to the depth cues background (e.g. the toy becomes
smaller when it moves closer). Four-month-old infants and older infants looked longer at
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the inconsistent display and thus the authors concluded that the onset of pictorial depth
cue sensitivity is before 5 to 7 months. Another study conducted by Durand et al. (2003)
habituated three- and four-month-old participants to a static display, in which relative
size information conflicted with pictorial information (e.g. the closer box appears to be
smaller than the distance box). Similar findings showed that 4-month-old infants looked
longer during the habituation period to the inconsistent display.
Recently, we used eye-tracking technology to examine this question by presenting
2D slides containing different combinations of object size and pictorial depth cues in the
background to 8-month-old infants (Guan & Corbetta, 2012). In the study, infants were
seated in an infant chair 267 cm away from a large screen (102 cm height x 151 cm
width). Slides of different conditions were presented sequentially to the infants for 5 sec
each. Our conditions were as follows:
1. Different-size congruent depth cues: object size was scaled consistently and
gradually with linear perspective depth cues so that the largest object was at the
bottom and the smallest object was at the top.
2. Different-size reversed depth cues: the object size was reversed to the depth cues
information so that the smallest object was at the bottom and the largest object
was at the top.
3. Different-size no depth cues: three objects (largest was at the top and smallest was
at the bottom) were scaled with no depth cues in the background (parallel lines
were used as a control for depth cues).
4. Same-size depth cues: objects of the same size were scaled with the depth cues in
the background with the lines converging to the top of the scene.
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5. Same-size no depth cues: objects of the same size were scaled with no depth cues
background (parallel lines were used).
We looked at their first fixation on each slide to see which object feature (e.g. size)
caught their attention first. At the same time, we looked at their longest look duration to
the objects to see which object feature kept their attention longest. The first fixation
results indicated that the largest object had an attention-getting property. Specifically,
when the three objects were of different sizes, infants’ first fixation went to the largest
object on the slide irrespective of whether depth cues were provided or not. When the
three objects were of the same size, infants’ did not show a preference on the first
fixation to any specific object on the slides. On the other hand, our look duration data
showed that there was an interaction between object size and depth cues. Specifically,
when the three objects were of different sizes, infants spent the longest amount of time
looking at the largest object, but only when depth cues were provided. When depth cues
were removed, the infants spent an equal amount of time looking at the three objects. In
the condition with three objects of the same size, infants did not demonstrate a looking
preference when depth cues were absent. However, when the three objects were of the
same size and the background contained linear perspective depth cues, infants looked
longer at the object that was at the converging end of the depth cues, presumably because
it appeared larger. In all, the results of this study supported Yonas et al.’s (2002) results
by demonstrating that infants are sensitive to pictorial depth cues by 8 months of age.
During the 5-second visual exploration of each slide, infants were able to attend to
object size and the depth cue, such that the depth cues led to prolonged visual attention to
the largest object. When the depth cues were removed, this phenomenon disappeared.
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This phenomenon was also seen in a follow-up study conducted with 4- and 6-month-old
infants, which found that infants increased in sensitivity to depth cues with age (Guan &
Corbetta, manuscript in prep). Once again, based on the look duration analysis, we
confirmed that sustained attention is the product of information processing that was
affected by both object size and depth cues. Object size alone did not have enough power
to hold infants’ attention on that object longer. Infants become sensitive to linear
perspective depth cues as early as 4 months of age.
1.3 Focus of the current study
A plethora of infant visual attention studies and models since the 1960s have
contributed significantly to our understanding of infants’ visual exploration of 2D
displays. Based on the information processing theory, we know that infants’ visual
attention is a complex process. Object size has the salience to initially grasp infants’
attention, during the initial orienting response that involves little information processing.
Pictorial depth cues can have a strong effect on object size perception during active
information processing. Also, the sensitivity to the depth cues becomes progressively
stronger during the first year of life due to infants’ increased information processing
abilities. In addition, infants’ ability to process complex, more detailed information
increases with age. However, we only have pieces of information on infants’ perception
of size, depth cues, and amount of detail. Infants are living in a complex visual world
containing all these three factors. What if we combine and manipulate all these three
components together and test infants’ visual reactions? Specifically, when object size,
depth cue, and object detail are mixed in a 2D display, what will initially attract infants’
visual attention? Which factor is going to hold infants’ attention longer than others? How
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will infants scan between the objects when details on the objects are present or absent?
Using the eye-tracking method allows us to find the answers of these questions in a more
accurate and direct manner. By studying infants’ visual responses to complicated 2D
information, we will have a better understanding of how infants integrate more complex
information and thus the underlying mechanisms of infants’ information processing
processes.
To put the pieces of all of the puzzles together, a dynamic systems approach can
be used. From a multi-causal perspective, behavioral development is the outcome of the
neural processes interaction with other external factors (Gottlieb, 2009; Gottlieb,
Wahlsten, & Lickliter, 2006; Kuo, 1970; Schneirla, 1966). Furthermore, Chiel and Beer’s
(1997) embodied idea presented the similar idea that cognition rises from the bodily
interaction with the outside environment and is continuously interacting with it. Thus,
visual behavior is the result of interactions among many components, such as neural
pathways, cognitive abilities, and motor development. All of these components count,
and none of them are privileged (Thelen, 1992; Thelen & Smith, 1994, 2006). For
example, in order to perceive and understand pictorial depth cues, both external factors
(e.g. relative size, depth cues, object details) and internal factors (e.g. physical maturation
of the visual system, experience) play important roles. Dynamic systems theory stresses
both internal and external components. For example, in Guan & Corbetta’s (2012) recent
study, infants’ visual responses to object size differed under conditions when depth cues
were presented or not. Specifically, infants’ visual exploration was affected by the
integrated effect of object size and background depth cues. Thus, when the new external
factor, pictorial depth cues, was added to the scene, the visual pattern was changed
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accordingly. On the other hand, older infants shifted their visual attention to the objects
faster than younger infants did, suggesting the internal factor also contributed to the
changes of infants’ looking behaviors.
The dynamic systems theory has already been widely applied to infant motor
development (Thelen, 1985, 1989, 1994, 2000; Thelen & Corbetta, 1994, 2002). It might
also be helpful for explaining perceptual development because eye movement behavior is
also multi-causal and self-organized. In other words, the visual system is a multi-causal,
self-organized, non-linear system with variable stability. The stability of the system is
determined by how tightly the components are cohering. When something disrupts the
system’s stability, components shift into new patterns. For instance, when the context is
changed, such as adding or removing depth cues, or adding detail to the objects, the
stability of the system will be changed and these components will reorganize and form
new looking patterns. Thus, infants’ visual preference is complex and context dependent.
When the context (i.e. object size, depth cues, details) is changed, infants’ looking
patterns might be changed during information processing.
In the current study, the effects of object size, pictorial depth cue, and object
detail in 2D displays are examined in 5- and 8-month old non-crawlers’ looking patterns.
According to the literature on infant depth perception, infants react strongly to pictorial
depth cues between 5 and 7 months of age, and their sensitivity to pictorial depth cues
increases during the first year of life. Thus, by testing 5- and 8-month-olds we are able to
observe the developmental changes of depth perception and the effect of infants’ visual
exploration of other elements. Only non-crawlers were used in the current study because
several studies have suggested that crawling experience might affect infants’ depth
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perception (Berthental, Campos, & Kermoian, 1994; Gustafson, 1984). Thus, controlling
crawling experience was necessary to eliminate the motor effects on depth perception.
The questions investigated in the current study are as follows:
1) When the object detail is added to object size and pictorial depth cues in a 2D
display, how will infants respond to the more complex information?
2) How will infants’ visual responses change over time from 5 to 8 months old of
age?
Because visual attention must be examined based on multiple components, this
study primarily investigated two different aspects of visual exploration: 1) the first look,
and, 2) sustained attention to objects in the scene.
The expectation for the first look analysis is that object size will singularly have
the power to grasp infants’ attention first, which would replicate our earlier results (Guan
& Corbetta, 2012). That means that infants in both age groups might display significantly
more first looks toward the large object regardless of the object detail and depth cue
information. This is because responding to object size, as compared to the other two
factors, is an initial visuo-spatial orienting response, which requires little information
processing (Cohen, 1972; Newman et al., 2001, Guan & Corbetta, 2012). In addition, the
magnocellular pathway is responsive to the size information to a greater extent than detail
information (Goodale & Milner, 2004). However, when object size is controlled, infants
are expected to direct their attention first to the detailed object. This is because when the
size is controlled, details might become the most salient factor to infants’ visual attention.
Differences in first looks are also expected with age; older infants are expected to shift
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their first visual attention faster to the first object than younger infants because of their
improved scanning ability and flexibility.
The results of sustained attention are rooted in the theoretical notion that the
visual response is context dependent and can be affected by changing external factors.
When more complex information is added to the scene, the context is changed and the
visual response may be changed accordingly. The parvocellular pathway, which is
responsive to object details, might interact with the magnocellular pathway to affect
infants’ visual responses (Goodale & Milner, 2004). Thus, adding detail to the objects
might change infants’ looking patterns to the objects. In particular, depth cues and details
should interact with object size and thus influence infants’ looking durations. For
example, when objects are of different sizes, pictorial depth cues are provided in the
background, and details are provided on the large object, the pictorial depth cues and
detail information might increase the power of object size to hold infants’ attention on the
large object. Thus, infants might look significantly longer at the large, detailed object in
conditions that provide depth cues in the background. However, if details are added to the
small object, this detail information might compete with and decrease the saliency of the
large object so that the large object might not hold infants’ attention to the extent that it
did before. In other words, infants might look significantly less to the large, non-detailed
object in the detail-on-small-object condition compared with looking time to the large,
detailed object in the detail-on-large-object condition.
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Chapter 2 Experiment 1
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Participants
Forty infants were used in Experiment 1, including twenty 5-month-old (±1 week)
infants and twenty 8-month-old (±1 week) infants. None of the infants had started
crawling at time of study. There were equal number of males and females within each
group. All infants were recruited from the Knoxville, Tennessee, area through mailings
and follow-up phone calls. Names were obtained through a state-supplied database. An
additional 5 infants were brought to the laboratory but were excluded from the analyses
due to fussiness (N=2), improper eye movement calibration (N=2), or lack of useable eye
tracking data (N=1). Among the sample that yielded useable data, 39 participants were
white and one was African American. All the infants were born full term and were free of
visual impairments. All parents consented to have their infants participate in this study,
and they received a photo and certificate for their participation.
2.1.2 Material
A custom-made infant seat, reclined ten degrees from vertical, was used to
support the participants in front of the testing apparatus. A wide foam strap around their
torso provided full trunk support while permitting a full range of head movement. When
participants were seated in the infant chair, their eye level was approximately 74cm
above the ground.
A small wooden table (64 x 38 x 38 cm, width x depth x height) covered with a
piece of black cloth was located in front of the infants. A remote eye-tracking device
(Tobii x50, Tobii Technology, Inc., Danderyd, Sweden) was placed in the middle of the
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tabletop. The lens of the eye-tracker was 60cm away from the infants’ eyes in order to get
the best eye signal. The eye-tracker tracked at what point on the slides the infants were
looking by using corneal reflection. Eye tracking was done at 50 Hz, with an accuracy of
0.5 degrees. Under the table, a Dell 3400MP projector (Dell Inc., TX, USA) was used to
project stimuli on a large, white, horizontally-standing cardboard screen (102cm height x
151cm width) located 267cm in front of the participant. This distance was the same as in
Guan & Corbetta (2012) in order to compare the results between the two studies. Infants
could not see the projector since it was covered by the black cloth on the table. A speaker
was placed behind the projection screen. The eye-tracker, projector, and the speaker were
all connected to a computer operated by an experimenter in an adjacent room.
There were 5 pieces of custom designed panels, each measuring 205 cm (height) x
155 cm (width), connected together to create a theater to enclose the projection screen
and the infant to minimize distractions from the environment. The infant was seated at
the opening side of the panel and the projection screen was located at the other end (see
figure A1).
A video camera, which was connected to the monitor in the experimenter’s room,
was located behind the infants’ seat. The function of the video camera was to let the
experimenter see from another room if the infant was looking at the screen during the
calibration and test sessions. This is especially useful during calibration since the
experimenter needed to know if the infant looked at the stimulus for an accumulated 3s
so that he/she could change to the next calibration stimulus. The whole set up was the
same as per Guan & Corbetta (2012) (see figure A1).
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2.1.3 Design of stimuli
There were eighteen conditions in Experiment 1. Each slide contained two objects,
one at the top and the other at the bottom. Within the eighteen conditions, twelve of them
were different-size conditions with one small object and one large object on every slide.
Each different-size condition contained a combination of three factors: depth cues,
orientations, and details.
Three depth cues conditions:
1. Congruent depth cues (Con): This condition included the slides that depicted the
object size and depth cues which were consistent with one another. Two objects
(large, small) were scaled gradually and consistently with the linear perspective
depth cues in the background. That means that the large object was always at the
opening side of the lines indicating the depth cues, and the small object was
always at the converging side of the lines. This condition depicted the scenes as
infants would typically see them in the natural environment.
2. Reversed depth cues (Re): This condition included slides that had object size and
depth cues that were not consistent. That means that the large object was always
at the converging side of the depth cues lines and the small object was always at
the opening side of the depth cues lines.
3. No depth cues (No): Parallel lines were used as a control for depth cues.
Two orientation conditions:
1. 0 o: The depth cues lines were always converging to the top of the slide.
2. 180 o: The depth cues lines were always converging to the bottom of the slide.
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Two detail conditions:
1. DS: Details on the small object
2. DL: Details on the large object
Three dots were added to one of the objects in every slide to represent detail. To
control the color/brightness contrast of the dots on the object to be the same level across
all the stimuli, only black dots on white objects or white dots on black objects were used.
Also, all the objects were black or white on a white or black, high contrast background.
Thus, the color contrast between the object, dots, depth cues, and background were all
black and white to keep the brightness contrasts consistent across all the slides.
Below are the slide IDs of all the different-size conditions. The naming of the
slide IDs follows the description of depth-orientation-detail:
Diff: Con-0-DS, Con-0-DL, Con-180-DS, Con-180-DL (see figure A2)
Diff: Re-0-DS, Re-0-DL, Re-180-DS, Re-180-DL (see figure A3)
Diff: No-0-DS, No-0-DL, No-180-DS, No-180-DL (see figure A4)
The rest of the six conditions were the same-size conditions, which contained two
objects of the same size in the scene. Below are listed all the same-size conditions. The
naming of the slide IDs follows the description of orientation-detail.
Same: 0-DT, 0-DB (see figure A 5, two top rows)
Same: 180-DT, 180-DB (see figure A 5, two middle rows)
Same: No-DT, No-DB (see figure A 5, two bottom rows)
All the slides were projected on the white cardboard screen (visual angle: 20.6
degrees vertically, 27.0 degrees horizontally) for 5s each.
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For the eighteen conditions, each condition had three display directions: vertical,
diagonal to the left, and diagonal to the right. One of the three directions for each
condition was randomly assigned to a set of the stimuli so that there were 3 sets of
original stimuli (ST01, ST11, ST21). Each set contained eighteen slides. In other words,
each infant was presented with eighteen slides of different conditions with randomized
display directions. The reason that not all three displays for each condition were
presented to each subject is simple: infants have a narrow time window of sustained
attention. If every subject was presented all the conditions and displays, there would be
eighteen conditions times 3 displays for a total of 54 slides. Infants at the testing ages in
this study had difficulties keeping their attention for such long time.
Within each original set of stimuli, the eighteen slides were shuffled to make two
or three more different sets so that ten sets of stimuli were used:
ST01, ST02, ST03, ST04
ST11, ST12, ST13
ST21, ST22, ST23
Thus, each stimulus set contained eighteen slides with depth cues pointing to
random directions. Each set was used twice for two different subjects in both 5- and 8month-old age groups.
On all the different-size conditions, the height of the large object (30 cm, visual
angle 7.5) was twice the height of the small object (15 cm, visual angle 3.75). On all of
the same-size conditions, the height of both objects was 22.5 cm (visual angle 5.63).
Across all conditions, the center point of the screen had equal distances (27 cm) to
the center of the top and bottom objects. The center of the screen was 51 cm from the
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ground and infants’ eyes were approximately 51 cm from the ground. This design was
consistent with most other visual preference studies, such as Fanz & Fagan (1975) and
Newman et al. (2001), to provide a clear starting point to measure the latency of the first
look.
Between every slide, a 2s inter slide with a smiling face at the center of the screen
was presented to draw the infant’s visual attention back to the center. Therefore, each
stimulus set contained eighteen stimuli slides and seventeen inter slides. Music was
synchronized with the slides during presentation. The presentation time for each set was
18 (stimuli slides) x 5s + 17 (inter slides) x 2s = 124s.
2.1.4 Procedure
The participants came to the lab accompanied by one or both of their parents.
After the parents were explained the goals of the study and procedure, they signed the
consent form. The parents also completed a questionnaire about the infant and family
information to provide basic demographic information.
The participant was seated in the infant seat facing the projection screen and the
eye-tracker. One parent was seated next to the infant. Before the experiment started, the
projector, operated by the experimenter in the adjacent room, played an episode of
Sesame Street to capture the infant’s attention. Right after the infant started looking at the
screen and the eye-tracker provided a stable signal for both eyes, the experimenter
stopped the video and initiated the calibration. A 5-point calibration procedure was used.
During the calibration, there was a computer-generated colored figure (i.e. duck, bee, dog)
paired with synchronous sounds that expanded and contracted successively and followed
the order to appear on the projection screen located at the top-left, bottom-left, top-right,
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bottom-right, and center of the monitor. The presentation of each location lasted until the
infant sustained their attention to the figure at that location for three seconds according to
the monitor. If the infant never sustained attention for three seconds to the figure at one
location within a ten seconds window, the calibration proceeded to the next location. The
presentation was repeated until at least four accurate points were obtained. Otherwise the
procedure was repeated on the inaccurate points. If this criterion was not achieved after
several times repetitions or the participant got fussy, the participant was excluded from
the study.
Once calibration was achieved, one set of the stimuli was randomly assigned to
the participant and presented on the projection screen. The same set of stimuli was
presented to the subject for two rounds in order to obtain enough data. Thus the total
presentation time for each subject was 124s/round x 2 rounds =248s. Subjects could take
a break between the two presentations if necessary.
2.1.5 Analyses
All looking data were exported by Tobii Studio v.2.0.8 (the software provided by
Tobii to run the eye-tracker and analyze the data) in gaze plots, fixation tables, and
videos. Dependent measures of looking behaviors were focused on (1) which object
infants first looked at, (2) the latency to each object, and (3) look durations on each object.
2.1.5.1 First look
The first object visually attended to
Tobii Studio outputs a table of the first fixation, which identifies the first object
infants visually fixated on. Thus, using this table, I was able to determine which objects
caught infants’ attention first when each slide was presented.
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Latencies to the two objects
Tobii studio also exported the latencies to each object in the scene. In this
experiment, the latency was defined as the time elapsed between the beginning of the
slide presentation and the visual shift to each object.
2.1.5.2 Sustained attention
Each object on the slides was defined as Area Of Interest (AOI) thus each slide
had two AOIs. The AOIs comprised the area of the objects as well as a one centimeter
boarder surrounding the object. The looking duration within each AOI were accumulated
automatically by the Tobii Studio software in milliseconds and exported to fixation tables.
Thus, this measure determined how long the infants spent looking on each object during
every slide’s 5-second presentation time. The data was normalized by using the
accumulated looking duration on the object divided by the total looking duration on the
two objects on that slide. These percentages of looking duration were then compared as
below:
Objects of different sizes
Infants’ sustained attention on the large and small objects in the scene were
compared between the three different-size conditions (congruent depth cues, reversed
depth cues, no depth cues) by age groups.
Objects of same size
Infants’ sustained attention on the top and bottom objects in the scene were
compared between the three same-size conditions (0 o depth cues, 180 o depth cues, no
depth cues) by age groups.
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2.1.6 Criterion for selection of useable data
Because infants did not always provide long durations on all the slides during the
whole presentation, some of the slides with short looking duration on objects were not
sufficient to reveal a reliable looking pattern. Thus, I used a 3-second rule to remove
slides with less than 3 seconds of accumulated looking for the two 5-second presentations.
According to our previous study (Guan & Corbetta, 2012), this time duration is enough
for infants to visually scan all the information within the slides. Based on the 3-second
rule, 89.44% of trials (range from 77.78% to 100%, median 94.44%) were used for 5
months old subjects and 93.61% of trials (ranged from 72.22% to 100%, median 100%)
were used for 8 months old subjects. In addition to this rule, subjects who had more than
50% of the slides below the 3-second criteria were removed. This is because when infants
were distracted and did not pay attention to the stimuli, the data were not reliable. Based
on this rule, one subject was removed.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 First look
The first object visually attended
I was first interested in which objects were initially attended by infants. The
analysis was conducted within all the different-size conditions and same-size conditions
separately.
Objects of different sizes
Since the normality test suggested the data was not normally distributed (p =
0.022; skewness = 1.30, kurtosis = -1.23), non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were used to
determine whether one object on the slide caught infants’ attention more frequently than
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the other. The results showed that infants in both age groups tended to shift their gaze
significantly first to the large object in all the different-size conditions regardless of depth
cue information (congruent: 8 months: Z = -4.72, P = 0.0001; 5 months: Z= -2.82, P =
0.005; reversed: 8 months: Z = -5.06, P = .0001; 5 months: Z = -4.24, P = .0001; no depth:
8 months: Z = -3.67, P = .0001; 5 months: Z = -3.44, P = .001), as well as detail
information (DS: 8 months: Z = -4.12, P = 0.0001; 5 months: Z= -3.29, P = 0.001; DL: 8
months: Z = -4.12, P = 0.0001; 5 months: Z= -6.06, P = 0.0001). Figure A6 indicates the
patterns of first directed attention to one of the two objects on the slides were scaled as a
function of the sizes of the objects for the two age groups. Based on these results, it
shows that infants in both age groups tended to shift their gaze significantly first to the
large object in all the different-size conditions regardless of other information in the
scene.
Objects of same sizes
Since the data was not normally distributed based on normality test (p = 0.035;
skewness = 1.23, kurtosis = -0.24) non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were also used for the
analysis in same-size conditions. The results showed that when the two objects were of
the same size, infants directed their attention first to the detailed object in both age groups
in most conditions (0 o: 8 months: Z= -2.42, P = 0.016; 5 months: Z= -4.81, P = 0.63;
180 o: 8 months: Z= -2.41, P = 0.016; 5 months: Z= -3.34, P = 0.001; no depth cues: 8
months: Z= -3.56, P = 0.0001; 5 months: Z= -1.86, P = 0.053). There was no significant
statistical effect of depth cues. The only exception was that 5-month-old infants did not
show any first look preference in the 0° condition. Figure A7 displays patterns of the first
directed attention to one of the two objects on the slide in the same-size conditions. Based
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on these results, it shows that when the two objects were of the same size, 8-month-old
infants directed their attention first to the detailed object while 5-month-old infants
tended to first look at the detailed object in 180° and no depth cues conditions.
Latency to the two objects
This analysis was conducted in order to test if infants shifted their attention faster
to one object faster than to the other object. Specifically, I was interested in determining
whether latency to each object was affected by object size, background depth cues, and
details. The analysis was again conducted within all the different-size conditions and
same-size conditions separately.
Objects of different sizes
This measure captured the time elapsed between the beginnings of the slide
presentation and the visual shift to the two objects in the scene in all different-size
conditions. Since the data was normally distributed, a univariate GLM with latency as a
dependent variable was used first to test the effects of displays. Since we expected that
displays should not have influences on infants’ exploration patterns in this study, we can
combine all the displays together if no effects of displays were present. The major reason
to use univariate GLM to test display effects is because this analysis, which is counted as
a mixed model has a unique advantage to treat missing data. Based on the design of this
study, each condition had three display directions: vertical, diagonal to the left, and
diagonal to the right. Each subject was randomly assigned to watch one of the three
displays for each condition (see section 2.1.3 design of stimuli). In other words, each
display only had nearly 1/3 of the subjects’ data for first look. In this situation with too
much missing data, it is not accurate to run repeated measures GLMs to test the effect of
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displays. However, using univariate GLM can analyze all of the data that is available.
The missing value has no effect on other values from that same subject. If univariate
GLM analysis showed no effects of displays, then repeated measures GLMs could be
used to test the data by combining all the displays together.
A univariate GLM with latency as a dependent variable was used to test if
displays had effects on infants’ latency to the two objects. The univariate GLM contained
the following fixed factors: age (5- & 8-month-olds), depth conditions (congruent,
reversed, and no depth cues), detail conditions (details on the large object [DL], details
on the small object [DS]), depth cue orientations (0°, 180°), and displays (vertical,
diagonal to the left, diagonal to the right). No effects of displays were present in this data.
Thus, repeated measures GLMs were used to test the effects of other factors after
combining all the three displays. When sphericity assumptions were not met, P values
provided by the Greenhouse-Geisser or Huynh-Feldt corrections were used, depending on
the Epsilon value.
Results of repeated measures GLMs showed a main effect of size (F(1, 37) =
33.48, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.47) and a size x detail interaction (F(1, 37) = 30.89, p = 0.0001,
ηp2 = 0.46). Figure A8, displays these results and shows that infants in both age groups
proportionally shifted their attention to the large object faster than to the small object
(large: M = 749.63 ms; small: M = 1512.12 ms). Further post hoc analysis suggested that
infants shifted their attention to the large object faster in the DL condition than in the DS
condition (t (19) = 5.56, p = 0.001) (DL: M = 652.11 ms; DS: M = 853.13 ms).
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Objects of same size
This measure captured the time elapsed between the beginnings of the slide
presentation and the visual shift to the two objects in the scene in all same-size conditions.
Since the data was normally distributed, a univariate GLM with latency as a dependent
variable was used first to test the effects of displays.
A univariate GLM with latency as a dependent variable was used to test if
displays had effects on infants’ latency to the two objects. The univariate GLM contained
the following fixed factors: age (5- & 8-month-olds), depth conditions (0°, 180°, no depth
cues), detail conditions (details on the top object [DT], details on the bottom object [DB]),
and displays (vertical, diagonal to the left, diagonal to the right). No effects of displays
were present in this data. Thus, repeated measures GLMs were used to test the effects of
other factors after combining all the three displays. When sphericity assumptions were
not met, P values provided by the Greenhouse-Geisser or Huynh-Feldt corrections were
used, depending on the Epsilon value.
Results of repeated measures GLMs showed a main effect of detail (F(1, 38) =
15.74, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.17) and location (F(1, 38) = 15.15, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.20).
Figure A9, displays these results and shows that infants shifted attention to the objects
faster in the DB condition than in the DT condition overall (DB: M = 920.00 ms, DT: M
= 1275.12 ms). Also, they proportionally shifted their attention to the bottom object faster
than to the top object (bottom: M = 897.50 ms, top: M = 1297.62 ms).
2.2.2 Sustained attention
The next question was to determine whether the infants of the two age groups
kept their sustained attention on one object longer than the other object. Specifically, I
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was interested in determining whether sustained attention to one object was affected by
object size, background depth cues, and details. Thus comparisons of looking durations
were conducted by normalizing the look duration of each toy by the total looking time on
both objects on each slide. Age differences were also examined. The analysis was again
conducted within all the different-size conditions and same-size conditions separately.
Objects of different sizes
Since the data was normally distributed, univariate GLM was first used to test if
displays had effects on infants’ looking patterns. A univariate GLM was conducted with
looking time as a dependent variable and contained the following fixed factors: depth
conditions (congruent, reversed, no depth cues), orientations (0 o, 180 o), detail conditions
(details on the small object [DS], details on the large object [DL]), displays (vertical,
diagonal to the left, diagonal to the right), object sizes (small, large), and age groups (5
months, 8 months). Results showed no main or interaction effects of displays. Thus, all
the displays were combined together to do the future analysis by using repeated measures
GLM. When sphericity assumptions were not met, P values provided by the GreenhouseGeisser or Huynh-Feldt corrections were used, depending on the Epsilon value.
The results of repeated measures GLM revealed a main effect of size (F(1, 34) =
480.50, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.35), a detail x size interaction (F(1, 34) = 163.22, p = 0.0001,
ηp2 = 0.23), and an orientation x size interaction (F(1, 34) = 25.19, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.39).
Figure A10, displaying the main effect of size, showed that on average, infants in both
age groups looked significantly longer at the large object than the small object in the
scene regardless of depth cues in the background. However, follow-up ANOVA
demonstrated that infants looked longer at the large object in the DL condition than in the
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DS condition (t (19) = 35.4, p = 0.0001, ηp2= 0.25) (see figure A11). On the other hand,
figure A12 displays the interaction between orientation and object size. Follow-up
ANOVA suggested that when the orientation of depth cues was 0 o, which is the
condition where the depth cues were converging to the top, infants in both age groups
looked even longer at the large object than when orientation was upside down (180o) (t
(19) = 15.0, p = 0.0002, ηp2 = 0.21).
Objects of same size
Since the data was normally distributed, a univariate GLM with looking time as a
dependent variable, two depth conditions (depth cues and no depth cues), two
orientations (0 o, 180 o), two detail conditions (details on the top object [DT], details on
the bottom object [DB]), three displays (vertical, diagonal to the left, diagonal to the
right), two object locations (top, bottom) and two age groups (5 months, 8 months) as
fixed factors were performed to test display effects first. As we expected, no display
effects were present. Again, repeated measures GLM were used after combining all the
displays.
Results only showed a main effect of location (F(1, 38) = 20.80, p = 0.0001, ηp2 =
0.35) and detail x location interaction (F(1, 38) = 46.07, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.55). As these
results showed in figure A13, once the variations in the object size were absent, infants in
both age groups showed a preference to look at the bottom of the display. In figure A14,
follow-up ANOVA of the detail by location interaction suggested that infants
proportionally looked longer at the bottom object in the DB condition than in the DT
condition (t (19) = 33.10, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.25).
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2.3 Experiment 1 Summary
The results of Experiment 1 contained two components: attention-getting and
attention-holding. The attention-getting component was measured by infants’ first look
and latency to each object in the scene. The results showed that object size has the
highest priority to get infants’ attention regardless of object detail and depth cues. It is the
most salient visual factor guiding infants’ initial visuo-spatial orienting response,
presumably because it requires little information processing. Posterior orienting network,
which receives information from the Magnocellular layer, might be responding to the size
information. When the objects were of the same size, detail became the salient factor to
attract infants’ attention first. Furthermore, adding detail to the large object was able to
increase the power of object size to catch infants’ attention faster.
The attention-holding component was measured by the look durations to the
objects. Based on our prior study (Guan & Corbetta, 2012), in addition to object size,
depth cues should also be able to affect infants’ looking durations. However, in this
experiment, infants’ sustained attention in both age groups was primarily driven by object
size regardless of depth cues and object detail. The disappearance of the main effect of
depth cues in this experiment can be examined by comparing the designs between the
current experiment and Guan & Corbetta’s (2012) study. First, the discrepancy may result
from the fact that in the current experiment more different-size conditions were used. In
the prior study, only three different-size conditions were used: Con-0, Re-0, and No-180.
In the current experiment, three more conditions were added, they were: Re-180, Con180, and No-0. Adding these new conditions might have affected the result. To
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investigate this possibility, only the three conditions used in Guan & Corbetta (2012)
were tested. However, the results still revealed no effect of depth cues.
The second possibility might be that adding details to the objects made the large
object too salient so that the size effect overpowered the effect of depth cues. To test this
possibility, I removed all of the object detail from the slides in Experiment 2. The
reasoning is that if the main effect of depth cues comes back, it might confirm that adding
details to the objects overpowered the depth cue information. However, if depth cues
effect is not revealed in Experiment 2, it means factors other than object detail might
cause the disappearance of depth cues effect. For instance, object number might also
affect infants’ visual explorations. In Guan & Corbetta’s (2012) study, there were 3
objects on each slide. However, in the present study there are only 2 objects on each slide.
Two objects might have introduced stronger size contrast between the two objects than
three objects thus overpowering the effect of depth cues.
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Chapter 3 Experiment 2
The main purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine if adding details to the
objects in Experiment 1 caused the disappearance of the main depth cues effect. Thus,
details were removed from each slide to test infants’ visual responses by using the same
procedure in Experiment 1.
3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants
Twenty infants were used for Experiment 2, including ten 5-month-old (±1 week)
infants and ten 8-month-old (±1 week) non-crawlers. There were an equal number of
males and females within each group. The subject recruitment followed the same method
as in Experiment 1. An additional two infants were brought to the laboratory but were
excluded from the analyses due to fussiness. Among the sample that yielded useable data,
19 participants were Caucasian and one was African American. All parents consented to
have their infants participate in this study, and they received a photo and certificate of
their participation.
3.1.2 Material
Same materials were used in this experiment as in Experiment 1.
3.1.3 Design of stimuli
There were no details on either object in this experiment, which is the only
difference in the design of stimuli compared to Experiment1.
3.1.4 Procedure
The procedure in this experiment followed the same steps as in Experiment 1.
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3.1.5 Analyses
3.1.5.1 First look
The first object visually attended to
Similar to Experiment 1, Tobii Studio outputs a table of the first fixation, which
identifies the first object infants visually fixated on. Thus, using this table, I was able to
determine which object caught infants’ attention first when each slide was presented.
Latencies to the two objects
Tobii studio also exported the latency to each object in the scene. As in
Experiment 1, the latency was defined as the time elapsed between the beginning of the
slide presentation and the visual shift to each object in Experiment 2.
3.1.5.2 Sustained attention
Look durations to each object were also measured in Experiment 2. To keep the
analysis consistent with Experiment 1, infants’ sustained attention to the two objects in
the scene were compared within the three different-size conditions and three same-size
conditions by depth cues and age groups.
3.1.6 Criterion for selection of useable data
Criterion for data selection was the same as in Experiment 1. Based on the 3second rule, 89.44% of trials (range from 72.22% to 100%, median 91.67%) were used
for 5 months old subjects and 94.44% of trials (ranged from 83.33% to 100%, median
100%) were used for 8 months old subjects. No subject had more than 50% of the slides
below the 3-second criteria so that all the subjects were kept in this experiment.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 First look
The first object visually attended
Objects of different sizes
Since the data was not normally distributed based on the normality test (P = 0.032,
skewness = 1.78, kurtosis = -0.17), non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were used to
determine whether one object on the slide caught infants’ attention more frequently than
the other in Experiment 2. The results showed again that infants in both age groups
tended to shift their gaze significantly first to the large object in all the different-size
conditions regardless of depth cue information (congruent: 8 months: Z = -5.11, P =
0.0001; 5 months: Z= -3.66, P = 0.0001; reversed: 8 months: Z = -4.56, P = .0001; 5
months: Z = -2.34, P = .02; no depth: 8 months: Z = -3.40, P = 0.001; 5 months: Z = -2.35,
P = 0.02). Figure A15 indicates the patterns of first directed attention to one of the two
objects on the slides were scaled as a function of the sizes of the objects for the two age
groups. Based on these results, it shows that infants in both age groups tended to shift
their gaze first to the large object in all the different-size conditions regardless of
background depth cues.
Objects of same size
Since the data was also not normally distributed based on the normality test (p =
0.002, skewness = 0.53, kurtosis = -1.21), non-parametric Wilcoxon tests were used to
determine whether top or bottom object on the slide caught infants’ attention more
frequently than the other. The results showed that when the two objects were of the same
size, 5-month-old infants tended to first look at the bottom object (0° condition: Z = -3.05,
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P = 0.05; 180° condition: Z = -3.75, P = 0.002; no depth cues condition: Z = -3.25, P =
0.03). While 8-month-old infants did not show any first look preference in all the
conditions. Figure A16 displays patterns of the first directed attention to one of the two
objects on the slide in the same-size conditions. Based on these results, it shows that
when the two objects were of the same size, 8-month-old infants did not show first look
preferences to the top or bottom object while 5-month-old infants showed bottom
preference of their first look.
Latency to the two objects
Objects of different sizes
As in Experiment 1, this measure captured the time elapsed between the
beginning of the slide presentations and the visual shift to the two objects in the scene in
all different-size conditions. Since the data was normally distributed, a univariate GLM
with latency as a dependent variable was used to test if displays had effects on infants’
first look. The univariate GLM contained the following fixed factors: age (5- & 8-montholds), depth conditions (congruent, reversed, and no depth cues), depth orientations (0°,
180°), and displays (vertical, diagonal to the left, diagonal to the right). No effects of
displays were present in this data. Thus, repeated measures GLMs were used to test the
effects of other factors after combining all the three displays. When sphericity
assumptions were not met, P values provided by the Greenhouse-Geisser or Huynh-Feldt
corrections were used, depending on the Epsilon value.
Results of repeated measures GLMs only showed a main effect of size (F(1, 18)
= 59.00, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.62). Figure A17, displays these results and shows that infants
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in both age groups proportionally shifted their attention to the large object faster than to
the small object (large: M = 761.24 ms; small: M = 1653.21 ms).
Objects of same size
As in Experiment 1, this measure captured the time elapsed between the
beginnings of the slide presentation and the visual shift to the two objects in the scene in
all same-size conditions. Since the data was normally distributed, a univariate GLM with
latency as a dependent variable was used to test if displays had effects on infants’ latency.
The univariate GLM contained the following fixed factors: age (5- & 8-month-olds),
depth conditions (0°, 180°, no depth cues), and displays (vertical, diagonal to the left,
diagonal to the right). No effects of displays were present in this data. Thus, repeated
measures GLMs were used to test the effects of other factors after combining all the three
displays. When sphericity assumptions were not met, P values provided by the
Greenhouse-Geisser or Huynh-Feldt corrections were used, depending on the Epsilon
value.
Results of repeated measures GLMs showed no effects of depth (F(1, 18) = 59.00,
p = 0.53, ηp2 = 0.21), location (F(1, 18) = 73.25, p = 0.65, ηp2 = 0.64), or age (F(1, 18)
=49.70, p = 0.09, ηp2 = 0.11). All infants directed their first look to either the top or the
bottom object in the scene randomly (top: M = 973.23 ms; bottom: 1057.87 ms).
3.2.2 Sustained attention
Objects of different sizes
The looking duration on the large and small objects were compared within
Experiment 2. First, a univariate GLM was used with the same set up as in Experiment 1,
omitting detail as a factor, to test display effects: looking time as a dependent variable,
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three depth cues conditions (congruent, reversed, no depth cues), two orientations (0 o,
180 o), three displays (vertical, diagonal to the left, diagonal to the right), two object sizes
(small, large) and two age groups (5 months, 8 months) as fixed factors. No display
effects were found in this data. Thus, the repeated measures GLM were used to test the
effects of other factors after combining the three displays together.
As figure A18 displays, the repeated measures GLM results of Experiment 2 still
suggested a main effect of size (F(1, 26) = 243.11, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.23) but no effects
of depth cues. Infants looked longer at the large object than the small object on average,
irrespective of depth cues. As shown in figure A19, an orientation by size interaction (F(1,
26) = 9.23, p = 0.003, ηp2 = 0.25) was revealed in this analysis, similar to the results of
Experiment 1. A follow-up ANOVA demonstrated that infants looked longer at the large
object in the 0° orientation condition than in the 180° orientation condition ( t(19) =
35.24, p = 0.02, ηp2 = 0.10).
Objects of same size
Infants’ looking duration to the top and bottom objects were compared within all
the same-size stimuli. A GLM univariate with looking time as dependent variable, two
depth conditions (depth cues, no depth cues), two orientations (0 o, 180 o), two detail
conditions (details on the top object [DT], details on the bottom object [DB]), three
displays (vertical, diagonal to the left, diagonal to the right), two object locations (top,
bottom) and two age groups (5 months, 8 months) as fixed factors was conducted. The
results revealed no display effects again. Thus, the repeated measures GLM were used
after combining the three displays to test the effects of other factors.
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Results of repeated measures GLM showed a main effect of location (F(1, 38) =
11.72, p = 0.0001, ηp2 = 0.24). As figure A20 shows, infants showed a preference for the
bottom object.
3.3 Experiment 2 Summary
The looking duration results in Experiment 2 showed that there was no effect of
depth cues, which suggests that adding details to the objects likely did not drive the lack
of depth cues effect in Experiment 1. Thus, changing object number from 3 to 2 in this
study might have introduced stronger size contrasts between the two objects, thus
overpowering the depth cue effect.
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Chapter 4 Discussion
The development of infant visual attention on 2D displays has been studied for
several decades and remains an important area of study in understanding many
perspectives of early development, especially how information processing happens
during the first year of life. Since 1970s, theoretical approaches aimed at understanding
the process of infants’ visual perception have set up the groundwork suggesting that
infant visual attention is a multiple-component process which involves at least two parts:
the attention-getting and attention-holding processes (Cohen, 1972). More recent studies
further developed this idea by combining psychophysiological methods into behavioral
studies and have provided evidence that attention is not a unitary process (Colombo,
2001a; Colombo & Cheatham, 2006). Among several attentional processes, attentiongetting can be explained by visuospatial orienting response which is a process that
requires little information processing (Posner, Inhoff, Friedrich, & Cohen, 1987). This
process can be measured by first look and latency to the first look. On the other hand,
attention-holding can be correlated with sustained attention and lower heart rate,
indicating active information processing (Fisk & Schneider, 1981; Lansink & Richards,
1997). This process can be measured by looking duration. As a result, several
components of visual behaviors such as first look and looking durations should be
measured separately in order to understand the underlying mechanisms of infants’ visual
information processing of 2D displays.
Based on contemporary frameworks of development of infant visual attention, we
have pieces of information about how infants visually respond to object size, depths cues,
and object detail separately and how these responses change with time. Previous work
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has demonstrated that object size has an attention-getting property which can catch
infants’ initial visuospatial orienting responses quickly (e.g. Cohen, 1972). Depth cue
information in the background can interact with object size to hold infants’ sustained
attention on the large object in the scene between 4 and 8 months of age (Guan &
Corbetta, in prep). Also, infants’ ability to process more detailed information increases
with age (e.g. Dember & Earl, 1970; Brennan et al., 1966; Greenberg & O’Donnell, 1972;
Greenberg & Weizmann, 1971). However, how infants process information in complex
scenes with object size, depth cues, and object detail combined together and how this
process develops during the first year of life is still an open question. However, dynamic
systems theory suggests that visual development can be multi-causal and context
dependent. Perceptual behavior is the result of both external factors (e.g. stimuli
information) and internal factors (e.g. the maturation of the visual system). When the
context/factors are changed, infants’ looking patterns might be changed. Thus, the aim of
the current study was to explore the relative impact of object size, depth cues, and object
detail on infants’ visual exploration by using a dynamic systems approach within a
developmental framework. To address the question of this study, 5- and 8-month-old
infants were presented with 2D displays with object size, depth cues, and object detail.
Based on the idea that infant visual attention should be measured in a multi-component
manner, I used eye-tracking methodology to investigate two visual processes: the first
look (measurement of visuospatial orienting response) and look duration (measurement
of sustained attention), in order to understand how each aspect of visual information
processing is affected by these factors and how infants’ visual exploration behaviors
change over time during the first year of life.
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To address the questions proposed in this study, I examined infants’ visual
responses to 2D slides with combined information of object size, depth cues, and object
detail. Results suggested that object size is very influential in catching infants’ attention.
Specifically, infants’ first visual responses were directed to the large object despite object
detail and depth cue information. Infants also shifted their attention faster toward the
large object in the scene. These results were consistent with prior studies providing
evidence showing that object size has strong attention-getting property (Cohen, 1972;
Newman et al., 2001, Guan & Corbetta, 2012). The magnocellular pathway is most
responsive to the size information (Goodale & Milner, 2004). Compared to object detail
and background depth cues, object size is the most salient factor for catching infant
attention. The results from this study extend our understanding of the attention-getting
process. Because most of the previous studies mainly examined object size alone or
combine object size with another factor such as object number (e.g. Fanz, 1965; Cohen,
1972), whether object size still has the highest priority to catch infants’ first visual
attention under more complex conditions is still unknown. As infants are living in a very
rich visual world and need to be able to simultaneously process object size, depth cues,
and object detail, it is useful to study their visual exploration behaviors with all these
factors combined in one scene. Thus, this study proposed a hierarchical model of object
size, object detail, and depth cues on infants’ attention-getting process. To elaborate,
object size has the highest priority to attract infants’ attention regardless of details and
depth cue information. When objects are same size, object details become a salient factor
in attracting infants’ first visual attention. Depth cues, which does not show any effect in
the attention-getting process, might not be salient enough to attract infants’ attention
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when compared to size and detail information. If we look at infants’ visual responses to
these three factors during the first year of life, it clearly shows that newborns already
show strong responses to large, salient objects (Fantz, 1965; Salapatek, 1975; Bronson,
1990). They also show preferences for more detailed objects over simple objects and an
increased ability to process more detailed information during the first half year of life
(Fantz, Fagan, & Miranda, 1975; Fantz & Nevis, 1967). However, infants are not
sensitive to pictorial depth cues until 4 months or older (Yonas et al., 2002; Durand et al.,
2003), which means that processing pictorial depth cues is not an innate ability. Using
depth cue information is a higher level, knowledge based ability which requires more
information processing. Thus, this study has shown that object size has the greatest
priority over object detail and depth cues on their attention-getting properties in infants.
In addition to the attention-getting function, object size also had the highest
priority for holding infants’ sustained attention in the current study. In both experiments,
infants showed strong preferences for the large object in the scene irrespective of the
details and depth cue information. The high size contrasts between the two objects in the
scene may have made the large object appear more salient, thereby overpowering other
information on the slide.
Although object size had the highest priority in both attention-getting and
attention-holding process, object detail also showed several notable functions for
impacting infants’ visual exploration behaviors such as first look and sustained attention.
First, in this study, details were able to get infants’ attention initially when objects were
of the same size. These results suggested that details functioned during early visuo-spatial
orienting response, but this happened only when object sizes were the same. In addition,
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details were also able to facilitate infants’ first visual orienting response. Specifically,
infants directed their first attention to the more detailed object faster than to the nondetailed object. While adding details to the small object slowed down infants’ visual
shifting to the large, non-detailed object in the scene. Second, details interacted with
object size to manipulate infant visual attention during the attention-holding process. For
instance, details on the large object can increase the saliency of the object to hold infants’
attention. It is interesting to note that during the initial orienting response infants first
directed their visual attention to the large object regardless of detail information. But
when the details were added to the objects, they interacted with object size information
later when infants were actively processing the information instead of early visuo-spatial
orienting response. During this long information processing period, infants were able to
combine the size and detail information in the scene so that the large, detailed object held
their sustained attention longer than small or/and objects that lacked detail. Object detail,
as we expected, was able to interact with the size information so as to increase or
decrease the power of object size to hold infants’ attention.
In addition to the influence that detail had on infants’ first look and sustained
attention, adding details to one of the objects in the scene in this study reduced infants’
scanning rate based on the follow-up analysis by comparing the scanning rates in the two
experiments. Scanning rate was defined as the number of fixation shifts per second in this
study. The results showed that infants tended to perform more visual shifts per second
between the two objects when neither object had details than in the scenes when one of
the objects had details on it. This result was consistent with the expectation suggesting
that adding detail to one object might cause a strong imbalanced in the amount of
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information between the two objects. Thus, the detailed object had more power to hold
infants’ sustained attention thus reducing their visual scanning and comparison between
the two objects. Keeping long sustained attention on the detailed object might be an
efficient way to process more information in a limited visual exploration time. But when
neither object had details, each object had the same power to hold infants’ sustained
attention so that infants looked back and forth to compare and explore the two objects.
In sum, for attention-getting, even though details had lower priority than object
size to catch infants’ attention, they became salient when object sizes were the same. For
attention-holding, details were able to interact with size information to increase or
decrease infants’ sustained attention. Adding details to one object also reduced infants’
scanning rate between the two objects, suggesting that infants’ scanning behavior might
also be an important feature to be examined in future visual attention studies.
Compared to object size and details, depth cue information might have the lowest
priority in the attention-getting process according to the findings of this study. In both
experiments, infants tended to first direct their attention to the large object (different-size
conditions) or the more detailed object (same-size conditions). The results were
consistent with my hierarchy hypothesis indicating that background depth cues were not
as salient as size and detail information in the scene. Processing depth cue information
requires longer time to combine the figure and ground information together. Even in the
conditions when objects were of the same size and no details were present on both
objects, infants still did not respond to depth cues when they first looked at the slide
because they did not have enough time to process the depth information immediately.
Based on Cohen’s IPP theory, adding details to the objects might overload infant’s visual
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system so that infants only process lower level information such as object size and detail
in this study (Cohen, Chaput, & Cashon, 2002). Another possibility of no depth cues
effect might be because depth cues were not strong enough in this study. But this also
brings up interesting questions: will adults be good enough to process the depth cue
information even the cues are not very strong? Future studies are needed to explore this
question.
In the attention-holding process, depth cues again did not show any main effects
on infants’ sustained attention in this study. These results were somewhat surprising
given prior studies. According to Guan & Corbetta (2012), when there were only object
size and depth cues in the scene, depth cues and object size both played an important role
in holding infants’ sustained attention on the largest object. Specifically, sustained
attention to the largest object happened only when there were depth cues in the
background. When the background depth cues were removed, infants no longer showed
longer looking duration to the largest object. That means infants were able to integrate
the depth information in the background and combine this information with size
information. Why did the depth cues effect disappear in this study? One possible
explanation might be because there were more different-size conditions used in this study
than in Guan & Corbetta (2012). However, analyses test the conditions the same as Guan
& Corbetta (2012) study after removing the extra conditions in this study suggested this
was not the reason. Another possibility may be that adding the details on the objects
overpowered the effect of depth cues. However, after conducting Experiment 2 in which
all of the internal details on the objects were removed, the effect of depth cues observed
in Guan & Corbetta (2012) study was still not found. After eliminating the former two
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possibilities, one remaining possibility is that the change of object number from three to
two in the current study might increase the size contrast of the two objects in the scene. In
the prior study, three objects were scaled gradually with depth cues in the background
with low size contrast. However, this current study only had two objects with high size
contrast so that the large object could have appeared more salient and powerful to hold
infant visual attention on that object regardless of depth cues. This suggests that future
studies are needed to further understand the role of size, number, and depth cues on
infants’ visual processing. For example, will infants respond to depth cues if we reduce
the size contrast between the two objects in this study? Or if we keep the same size
contrast, will depth cue effects appear when we add more objects to the scene? What is
the relationship between size contrasts and object number and their influences on the
perception of pictorial depth cues? By exploring these questions, we can obtain a better
understanding of the mechanisms of information processing on 2D displays.
Although different types of depth cues (congruent, reversed, no depth cues) did
not affect infants’ sustained attention in this study, an interesting result showed that
infants were sensitive to depth cue orientation. Specifically, in both experiments, all
infants responded more to the large object in the 0° orientation than in the 180°
orientation. This result might tell us that infants are more sensitive to the upright scene
that they usually see in the natural environment than the up-side-down scene, an idea
which is supported by several fMRI studies on adults suggesting that rotating an identical
object could elicit a greater fMRI response (Malach, Reppas, Benson, Kwong, Jiang,
Kenneday, Ledden, Brady, Rosen, & Tootell, 1995; Murray & Wojciulik, 2004). Thus,
infants’ visual responses to scenes with different orientations might activate different
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parts of the brain which control the looking durations on the objects when they are at
different orientations.
Looking at the current study from a developmental perspective, older infants
showed more sensitivity to object detail and more numbers of visual shifts per second
than did younger infants. These results might be due to physical maturation of the visual
system during the first year. The fast development of the visual system might improve
infants’ visual scanning speed and visual flexibility so that older infants can shift their
attention faster. For the attention-holding process, it seems that size had strong power to
hold infants’ attention in both age groups. When objects were of the same size, infants
showed preferences to the bottom object. The bottom preferences were also found in the
Guan & Corbetta (2012) study, which might be because it was easier to sustain attention
to the lower object when the two objects had the same amount of information. However,
even though infants preferred to look at the bottom object, 8-month-old infants shifted
their attention more to the top object when details were added so that details were able to
change their bottom preference. Five-month-old infants did not have as strong of a
response to the details as 8-month-old infants. Older infants’ higher sensitivity to details
might be due to their increased peripheral visual field. This finding is supported by the
Farzin et al (2010) work showing that infants’ peripheral vision increases with age. Also,
the results might reflect that infants’ processing capacity to details grows with age,
consistent with prior studies (e.g. Dember & Earl, 1970; Brennan et al., 1966; Greenberg
& O’Donnell, 1972). Thus, the current study provides evidence that internal factors such
as physical maturation cannot be ignored when studying infant visual attention.
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In sum, the results of the current study provided evidence that infants’ visual
behavior is a dynamic process, which can be affected by changing external stimuli. Even
though size had a strong effect on infants’ attention-getting and attention-holding
processes, it interacted somewhat with details and depth cue information, such that
adding new information to the scene changed infants’ visual responses. This study is
consistent with prior work on infant visual attention suggesting that attention should be
studied via multiple components (e.g. Colombo, Kapa, and Curtindale, 2011; Richards,
2012). Measuring the first look (the measurement of visuospatial orienting response) and
looking duration (the measurement of sustained attention) are both important aspects in
studying infants’ visual exploration patterns.
Study limitations
One limitation of the current study has to do with the design of the stimuli slides.
Since there were only two objects in the scene, the size contrast was so strong that it may
have prevented us from seeing any effects of depth cues. Thus, additional research with
slides with three objects, or two objects with reduced size contrast, with gradually
changing pictorial depth cues is needed to further study the effects of depth cues under
the context with object size and details. However, despite the fact that the current study
used two objects instead of three, the stronger attention-getting and attention-holding
effects of object size were found in the results, indicating that increasing an object’s
saliency might increase its power to get and hold infants’ attention. Also the interaction
of object size and details was found in the sustained attention results, suggesting details
were interacting with object size to affect infants’ visual explorations. Moreover, we
obtained a better understanding of how dynamic infant perception is and how important
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the stimulus characteristics are. Even slightly changing the stimuli, such as object number,
can alter infants’ visual behaviors dramatically.
Concluding remarks
The results of the current study may be sufficiently explained by the combination
of dynamic systems theory (Thelen & Smith, 2006), attention-getting and attentionholding theory (Cohen, 1972), and complexity theory (e.g. Dember & Earl, 1970;
Brennan et al., 1966; Greenberg & O’Donnell, 1972; Karmel & Maisel, 1975). For
instance, infants first tend to look at the large object in the scene. However, when the size
was the same, details became the priority factor to catch infants’ first attention.
Introducing details to the object might change infants’ visual exploration behaviors.
These results provided evidence that changing external stimuli can affect infants’ initial
orienting responses, suggesting that infants’ visual behavior is a dynamic process.
Similarly, infants’ sustained attention was affected by the interactions between object size,
depth cues, and object detail. Theoretically, infants’ visual exploration behaviors are
context dependent and can be affected by multiple factors. Adding details to object size
and depth cues in the 2D displays will change infants’ looking patterns. All three of these
factors interact with each other so that to manipulate infants’ visual exploration behaviors.
Overall, this study provides support for the dynamic systems theory suggesting that
perception can be affected by external factors. Changing environmental factors such as
manipulating the details in the scene might also change infants’ looking patterns.
Looking at this study from a developmental perspective, older infants showed
more sensitivity to object detail than did younger infants. These results might be due to
physical maturation of the visual system during the first year. The fast development of
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the visual system might improve infants’ sensitivity to detail. Thus, the current study
provides evidence that internal factors such as physical maturation cannot be ignored to
study infant visual attention.
Above all, both internal and external factors should be considered when studying
infants’ visual preference and development. Both of these factors play important roles
and neither of them can be ignored. Combining dynamic systems theory with information
processing theory allows for an explanation of visual attention in a more holistic and
context dependent way. Also, this study highlights how amazing it is that such young
human infants already have competent visual abilities. Programming a machine to
perceive like a human is challenging (Arel & Barrant, 2010). According to a phenomenon
called “curse of dimensionality”, adding input variables can increase the complexity of
training a system to recognize patterns potentially. But human infants, especially toward
the end of the first year, appear to do the job of grasping the major information in the
scene easily and efficiently (Farzin, Rivera, & Whitney, 2010). Thus, understanding how
infants cope with complex information may provide some ideas for computational
perception models. Further studies are still needed to explore how multiple factors affect
infants’ visual exploration from developmental perspectives.
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Appendix
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Figure A 1: Experimental set-up showing the eye-tracker, the infant seat, and the white
board presentation screen (same as Guan & Corbetta, 2012).
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Figure A 2: Four rows different-size, congruent depth-cue conditions arranged in the
order of: Con-0-DS, Con-0-DL, Con-180-DS, Con-180-DL by three columns arranged by
the directions of depth cues: vertical, diagonal to the right, diagonal to the left.
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Figure A 3: Four rows of different-size, reversed depth-cue conditions arranged in the
order of: Re-0-DS, Re-0-DL, Re-180-DS, Re-180-DL by three columns arranged by the
directions of depth cues: vertical, diagonal to the right, diagonal to the left.
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Figure A 4: Four rows of different-size, no depth-cue conditions arranged in the order of:
No-0-DS, No-0-DL, No-180-DS, No-180-DL by three columns arranged by the
directions of depth cues: vertical, diagonal to the right, diagonal to the left.
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1

2

3

Figure A 5: Two top rows of same-size, congruent depth-cue conditions arranged in the
order of: Same-0-DT and Same-0-DB.
Two middle rows of same-size, reversed depth-cue conditions arranged in the order of:
Same-180-DT and Same-180-DB.
Two bottom rows of same-size, no depth-cue conditions arranged in the order of: SameNo-DT and Same-No-DB.
The three columns are arranged by the directions of depth cues: vertical, diagonal to the
right, diagonal to the left.
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Figure A 6: Experiment 1: mean percentage (and error bars) of object first visually
attended in 5 month old age group (top) and 8 month old age group (bottom) in the
different-size conditions. The figures were plotted as a function of object size (small,
large) and depth cue conditions (congruent, reversed, no depth cues).
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Figure A 7: Experiment 1: mean percentage (and error bars) of object first visually
attended in 5 month old age group (top) and 8 month old age group (bottom) in the samesize conditions. The figures were plotted as a function of object detail (detailed, not
detailed) and depth cue conditions (0°, 180°, no depth cues).
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Figure A 8: Experiment 1: mean latency in milliseconds (and error bars) to the first object
visually attended for the 5 months old (top) and 8 months old (bottom) groups in all
different-size conditions. The figures were plotted as a function of object size (large,
small) and detail conditions (detail on the small object, detail on the large object).
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Figure A 9: Experiment 1: mean latency in milliseconds (and error bars) to the first object
visually attended for the 5 months old (top) and 8 months old (bottom) groups in all
same-size conditions. The figures were plotted as a function of object location (top,
bottom) and detail conditions (detail on the top object, detail on the bottom object).
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Figure A 10: Experiment 1: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking duration on each
object in 5 month old group (top) and 8 months old group (bottom) in the different-size
conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object size (small, large) and depth
cue conditions (congruent, reversed, no depth cues).
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Figure A 11: Experiment 1: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking durations on
each object in 5 month old group (top) and 8 month old group (bottom) in the differentsize conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object size (small, large) and
object detail conditions (detail on the top object and detail on the bottom object).
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Figure A 12: Experiment 1: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking duration on each
object in 5 month old group (top) and 8 months old group (bottom) in the different-size
size conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object size (small, large) and
orientation conditions (0° and 180°).
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Figure A 13: Experiment 1: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking durations on
each object in 5 months old group (top) and 8 months old group (bottom) in the same-size
conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object location (top, bottom) and
depth cue conditions (0°, 180°, and no depth cues).
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Figure A 14: Experiment 1: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking durations on
each object in 5 month old group (top) and 8 month old group (bottom) in the same-size
conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object location (top, bottom) and
object detail conditions (detail on the top object and detail on the bottom object).
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Figure A 15: Experiment 2: mean percentage (and error bars) of object first visually
attended in 5 month old age group (top) and 8 month old age group (bottom) in the
different-size conditions. The figures were plotted as a function of object size (small,
large) and depth cue conditions (congruent, reversed, no depth cues).
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Figure A 16: Experiment 2: mean percentage (and error bars) of object first visually
attended in 5 month old age group (top) and 8 month old age group (bottom) in the samesize conditions. The figures were plotted as a function of object locations (top, bottom)
and depth cue conditions (0°, 180°, no depth cues).
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Figure A 17: Experiment 2: mean latency in milliseconds (and error bars) to the first
object visually attended in all different-size conditions. The figures were plotted as a
function of object size (large, small) and age (5 months old and 8 months old).
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Figure A 18: Experiment 2: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking duration on each
object in 5 months old group (top) and 8 months old group (bottom) in the different-size
conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object size (small, large) and depth
cue conditions (congruent, reversed, no depth cues).
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Figure A 19: Experiment 2: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking duration on each
object in 5 month old group (top) and 8 months old group (bottom) in the different-size
size conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object size (small, large) and
orientation conditions (0° and 180°).
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Figure A 20: Experiment 2: mean percentage (and error bars) of looking durations on
each object in 5 months old group (top) and 8 months old group (bottom) in the same-size
conditions. The figures are plotted as a function of object location (top, bottom) and
depth cue conditions (0°, 180°, and no depth cues).
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